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Low-resolution mode data will be available everywhere, irrespective of whether and 
which type of high-resolution data that will be available simultaneously.

The Low-Resolution product will provide the ionospheric correction, which is now 
(finally) smoothed in order to reduce the noise introduced by applying the 
traditional unsmoothed correction.
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The baseline is to have High-Resolution data only over oceans and coastal areas.

During the Commissioning several in-land areas are also selected for HR data.

Depending on the outcome of the comparison between SAR RAW and SAR RMC, 
it can be decided to go SAR RMC full-time.
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This new product opens the door to have AMR-C data be used more regularly 
outside of the altimeter community.
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This slide outlines the various steps of validation exercises, key points, and data 
releases during the commissioning. The key points for the GNSS-RO 
commissioning are provided for reference.
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First order of business is to have good low-resolution (LR) near-realtime (NRT) and 
short-time critical (STC) products
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The low-resolution (LR) non-time critical (NTC) products and all high-resolution 
(HR) products come next.
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Release to the Sentinel-6 Validation Team (S6VT) will be early for them the 
evaluate the products and help the project determine if the products are ready for 
general release.
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LR NRT and LR STC products will be available to all users mid-way through 
Commissioning. All other products follow by the end of Commissioning
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Yes, you are still welcome to join, if you make the effort.
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Sentinel-6 will have 1-Hz variables at integer seconds, just like Sentinel-3. This will 
not be the case for Jason-3 GDR-F.
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L1B and L2 products can easily be combined, if you want, running standard netCDF
tools from your command line.

Because of the unique internal filenames (unlike just “measurement.nc”, L2 
products can be used easily outside of the SAFE packaging.
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Grouping variables is really much more convenient, once you get used to it.
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The Reduced or 1-Hz product encapsulates all of the 1-Hz variables, so no longer a 
subset of those, as in S3 and J3.
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Again, the Reduced or 1-Hz product contains all the 1-Hz variables.
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These are some examples of variables and where you would find them in the 
products:

• time, time_tai, latitude, longitude and altitude are in the data_01 group (shared by 
data_01/ku and data_01/c because the times are the same) and in the data_20/ku
and data_20/c (because the times of 20-Hz and Ku- and C-band measurements in 
not the same)

• range_ocean is in all groups data_01/ku, data_01/c, data_20/ku, data_20/c

• range_ocean_numval is a 1-Hz variable in data_01/ku and data_01/c

• range_ocog is a 20-Hz variable in data_20/ku and data_20/c
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This how the groups look (collapsed) in Panoply

If you are not familiar with it, get it at https://www.giss.nasa.gov/tools/panoply/
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Now expanding the data_01 group.
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And finally the data_01/c group.
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GDR-F Standards have been coordinated extensively between EUMETSAT (for S6) 
and CNES (for J3).
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To make the change to WG84, the difference in height between the TOPEX 
ellipsoid and WGS84 is provided.

Time in TAI after enduring requests from those that do not like to lose data at leap 
seconds.
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Thank you for your attention
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